MEMBER SUCCESS STORIES

In the spotlight with:

Pauline & RobinHall
In what year did you join Young Living?
2010.
How did you find out about Young Living & who introduced you to Young
Living?
We visited friends Richard & Bronwen Tolland in Qld and they gave Robin,
Valor and Peace & Calming essential oils to help him settle and unwind
one evening after a trip from Bundaberg to the Sunshine Coast. He had
the best sleep ever - and we were hooked. We came home with our first
order already on the way to our Perth address.
What was your occupation before joining Young Living?
We have been in many retail businesses throughout our lives. I started
in pharmacy and for some time was a Wholesale Pharmacy manager in
Perth. Robin owned a well-known hardware store franchise. When Robin
and I married we ran the hardware store together then went on to news
agencies, a franchised card and licensed gift store and a further gift
store that sold adorable teddies, homewares and beautiful collectables.
What makes Young Living unique?
For us, from the very start it was the amazing products and the
community, the passion and sincerity of our founder Gary Young and the
ongoing care for others around the world from the D. Gary Young, Young
Living Foundation.
How has your life changed since you joined Young Living?
The best quality of life, fun and energy as we have matured. Note I did
not say as we have grown older as we feel so vibrant alive and young.
Robin, 82 this year, gives our members cheek every Monday morning
when we meet for a catch up. He loves sharing stories and doing the
back-end work of our business. Young Living has given us a sense of
purpose that will remain with us all our lives. We often feel a sense of
gratitude for all the members whose lives we have touched and who are
on a like-minded path.
As retailers we always worked with the best of the best in quality
products. Young Living has the best quality in products for our own use.
We know that when we share with others that we are offering a quality
unsurpassed, that makes us feel good and gives us a buzz. It is sharing
the benefits of pure, safe, gentle everyday goods that can benefit those
that choose to try. The level of satisfaction that we feel by supporting
others in their lives with the best of the best can leave us feeling like we
are jumping out of our skins. There is no better way to help others than
to support them in improving their lifestyle. So not only has our lifestyle
improved and we are blessed with great energy and wellness, it’s done
the same for many of our Young Living friends and family.
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What is your favourite Young Living product? Why? Explain what the
benefits are to you.
NingXia, NingXia, NingXia Red! The greatest gift Gary Young researched
and brought to production to support so many with phenomenal energy
and lasting benefits. Early on in our Young Living days we had to jump
out of bed at 4am to be at the airport by 6am to wave goodbye to a
grandson heading to the UK for a year or more. It was going to be a very
long day for me, as I had a hectic day ahead with my ‘grandma hat’
on with a 2-year-old full of energy later in the morning. Further, I had
a list of ‘to do’s’ to complete before I could finally climb back into bed.
Throughout the day I had my sachets of NingXia Red and as I was typing
away at 10pm that night I still felt full of energy. I suddenly realised I’d
been up for so long. That was my first WOW moment and I will never stop
drinking my NingXia!
Were you sceptical about essential oils and the Young Living opportunity
before?
Yes! We had little understanding about the great supportive benefits of
essential oils and network marketing was never going to be ‘our thing’.
We fell in love with the products, became users with incredible benefits
and we wanted to share our excitement with others.
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What changed your mind about Young Living?
Robin had a prior visit to our friends in QLD and it was the experience of
his ‘best sleep ever’ that highlighted how this could support his wellbeing.
Good sleep is vital to improve wellness and here was a product that had
just delivered an experience that was worth learning more about.
At what point did you decide to focus on Young Living full time?
Three months after starting we had our first ‘sharing’ at a gathering of
some friends and family at our daughter’s home. I had read an article
that Artemis loved sharing her passion for essential oils with others and
through this, developed a thriving YL business. So, we decided to do the
same and share our passion for the products too. We simply did what
Artemis did.
Why would you recommend others join Young Living?
If they are looking to improve all-over wellness and lifestyle in life, there
may be many reasons. Young Living has dramatically changed our life
and is worth a peek to see if it can support greater benefits for them as
well.
What do you think is the most incorrect myth you heard about Young
Living?
We take no notice of myths as we believe truth comes from your own
experience and our experience of this company has offered everything
that supports our values in life. We have discovered greater wellness and
energy, a sense of purpose and loads of new like-minded friends who we
love to call our family; our Young Living family.
What would your response be to correct this myth if you heard it yourself?
Exactly as outlined above.

~ Pauline

&

Robin Hall
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